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Summer is almost over and the 2014 USTA/PNW Junior Sectionals has just finished.  

This issue of Over the Net will cover all of the finals of the 2014 Sectional 

Championships, which took place in Yakima, Wash., and were held August 14-17.   

Additionally, top junior player Henrik Wiersholm from Kirkland, Wash., has agreed 

to an online interview.  First, let’s start with the Boys’ Singles Finals! 
In Boys’ 10U, second-seed Ben Bonetto defeated top seed Noah Perlman 4-2, 

4-0.  In 12U, second seed Peter Murphy beat third-seed Phillip Deaton 6-1, 6-2.  In 

Boys’ 14U, fifth seed Theodore McDonald lost a close match to first seed Alan Yim 4-

6, 6-1, 7-5.  In Boys’ 16U, fourth-seed Zachary Fleischman defeated tenth seed 

Nathan Hampton 3-6, 7-6 (4), 6-3.  Finally, in Boys’ 18U, thirteenth seed Henrik 

Wiersholm took the title by defeating eighth seed Jackson Suh 6-0, 6-2. 

 Now on to the Girls’ Singles Finals!  In 10U, unseeded Valerie Glozman beat 

unseeded Chloe Smith 4-0, 4-0.  In Girls’ 12U, seventh seed Karina Chao defeated 

second seed Maryia Lucia 6-4, 6-3.  In 14U, top seed Elizabeth Stevens took the title 

by defeating sixth seed Anna Kern 6-4, 6-3.  In Girls’ 16U, number one seed Catherine 

Cable won a close match against second seed Vivian Glozman 6-7 (9), 6-2, 6-3.  

Finally, to finish off Girls’ singles, top seeded Samantha Hampton beat second seed 

Bess Waldram 6-3, 6-3 to take away the Girls’ 18U Sectionals title. 

 On to the Boys’ Doubles!  In Boys’ 12U Doubles, top seeds Phillip Deaton and 

Cash Hanzlik defeated second seeds Jacob Huppin and Colton Smith 8-3.  In Boys’ 

14U first seeds Thomas and James Yu beat second seeds Brandon Wong and Alan 

Yim 9-7.  In 16U, sixth seeds Alex Chan and Nathan Hampton defeated third seeds 

Michael Bautista and Mark Vasat 8-5.  Finally, in Boys’ 18U Doubles, seventh seeds 

Ty Gentry and Jackson Suh defeated unseeded Hunter Egger and Daniel Foster 8-2. 

 Lastly, on to the Girls’ Doubles!  In Girls’ 12U Doubles fourth-seeds Karina 

Chao and Corina Popa beat second seeds Farida Abdelmoneum and Mia Ljubas 8-3. 

In 14U Doubles, unseeded Agyeponmaa Mintah and Crystal Xu won the Girls 14U 

Doubles trophy over fourth seeds Kaitlin Tan and Hallie Walker.  In Girls’ 16U 

Doubles, top seeds Sasha Cayward and Sabrina RossNeergard closely beat third 

seeds Viv Daniel and Joyce Park 8-6.  Finally, in Girls’ 18U Doubles, first seeds 

Samantha Hampton and Bess Waldram easily defeated unseeded Catherine Cable 

and Paiton Wagner 8-2. 

 Next, we have a special interview with Henrik Wiersholm!  Henrik is 

currently #2 on the tennisrecruiting.net website for the class of 2014 and he won the 

Boys’ 18U USTA/PNW Sectionals this year without dropping a set.  He also has an ITF 

ranking of #49. 

 

Chris Elliott: Looking back, how has the USTA PNW contributed to your player 

development? 



 

Henrik Wiersholm (photo at left): The USTA/PNW 

has been able to contribute to my player development 

from a young age by providing opportunities to play 

the best local players.  It was especially beneficial 

when I first started out, since the USTA PNW made 

sure to have tournaments available to create a 

competitive atmosphere and help continue my 

development as a player. 

  

CE: What process did you go thru to choose University of 

Virginia (UVA)? 
 

HK: When choosing which university I wanted to 

attend, I really wanted to go to a school where I could 

get the best of both worlds, academic and tennis. A few 

schools fit that criteria for me but I eventually decided 

that UVA was the one place where I could have the best 

opportunity to learn and grow. 

 

CE: What do you think about college tennis no-ad scoring? 
 

HK: I think that the change to no-ad scoring is not a great one seeing as on the 

professional tour they use ad.  A lot of players in college, including myself, have 

aspirations to go pro after school.  The change in scoring system to no-ad effectively 

changes the game and could lessen the chances for a successful professional career 

after college. 
 

Thank you Henrik and good luck at University of Virginia! Great job to all Sectionals 

players and thank you for reading this “Over the Net” column. Make sure to email 

christopher_elliott@comcast.net if you want to be interviewed or have any other 

ideas! 


